
Urgent appeal for loans 
to the Grain&Sens ecovillage 

from you, the friends of Grain&Sens,to help our ecovillage exist! 
 

The Grain&Sens ecovillage aims to create a nourishing place to live and share 
 
Driven by its openness to the world and a strong connection to the environment, we have spent 2                  
years building this project and looking for an ideal place to develop its activities (learn more at                 
www.grainandsens.com), which we have found at the Domaine de Lavenant, in Boffres, France. 
 
Thanks to the commitment of the current owners, our onsite activities began in March 2018,               
namely: artisanal homegrown, organic bread; hosting nearly a hundred scouts from the ages of 8               
to 14; English immersion eco-camps for 20 children; hosting visitors in our guest rooms; and               
beginning agroecology-inspired gardens. The collective began crafting a charter and functioning           
documents, while learning about non-violent communication. 
 
Even if the project has demonstrated its exemplarity (chosen as one of the 6 national projects to                 
pilot a financing cooperative of ecovillages) and its financial viability (financial forecasts            
verified by a certified accountant are available on request); the current financial system,             
confronted with the original and cooperative nature of our project, is reluctant to grant a loan for                 
the purchase of the Domaine de Lavenant. We have submitted our project to 11 banks for a loan                  
of 360,000 Euros (320,758GBP 420,360USD) and thus far have been unsuccessful. We are thus              
brought back to our deep convictions that inspired us from the start: reinventing relationships,              
contributing to the ecological transition, breaking out of an obsolete system and demonstrating             
that we can do things differently, together ... 

 
Best case scenario, step away from banks entirely and finance the ecovillage project with a big 
collective effort of people like you and I. Second best, finance at least half of our financial need 
from people who understand and believe in our project and go back to the banks with a smaller 
demand. In other words, we hope to raise 180,000 Euros before the end of the year!  

 
 
To achieve this goal, we are proposing a “citizen savings” program, giving you the opportunity 
to give your money its power back, to give value to what counts for you and future generations! 
Ecovillages are centers of resource and inspiration necessary for our societies, making it possible 
to learn to live more harmoniously with nature, others, in connection with oneself.  
 
Before the end of 2018, help us make Grain & Sens happen via a proven model borrowed from 
other EcoVillages and with guidance from experienced institutions (Colibris, UR SCOP), your 

http://www.grainandsens.com/


savings or donations will allow the purchase of the Domaine de Lavenant and thus the creation 
of the Grain&Sens ecovillage. 
 
For more information, do not hesitate to contact us (info@grainandsens.com), visit 
https://www.grainandsens.com/participate/ and/or download the Loan Terms and Conditions 
https://tinyurl.com/y9flrawp 
 
Thank you, from the entire Grain&Sens team: Astrid, Ed and their children Elio and Willem, 
Raphael, Kim and their son Jonah, Romain, Victoria and their daughter Séva, David, Jean 
-Jacques. And of all the people who support us in Lavenant, Robert, Bena and Mathieu. 
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